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The NRSD Theory of Action
Through communication systems and protocols, clearly aligned and articulated curricula, innovative practices, shared

leadership, equitable opportunities and outcomes for all, and e�ective resource allocation, we will inspire and challenge all
learners to realize their unique potential in becoming active contributors to their community.

NRSD District Improvement Plan: User’s Guide

Overview:
The NRSD  improvement plan  articulates our intentions relative to the district’s articulated mission, vision, and core values. The objectives,
initiatives and actions found throughout the document are designed to move student learning and teacher growth forward across the school
system. The district goals align with the strategic plan objectives and they are supported by the strategic initiatives within each objective. Within
each of these domains, current reality, desired state, objectives, initiatives, and action steps are identified.

Strategic Objective:
Strategic Objective refers to one of  the four identified objectives written  in the Nashoba Regional School District strategic plan. Every school goal
should be linked to an objective in the strategic plan for a given school year.

Strategic Initiative:
A strategic initiative is a goal that supports the strategic objective. Multiple initiatives are needed to provide detail in how the strategic objective
will be achieved.

“Current Reality”
Current Reality refers to the observations and data that provides the community with the context and rationale for the articulated goals,
objectives, and action steps.
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Desired State (Goals)
The desired state indicates expected outcomes with the implementation of actions steps.  It answers the question, “Given where we are at present,
where would we like to be in a year's time?”

Reading the table:

Strategies and Action Steps Responsibility Timeline Evidence of E�ectiveness

Strategies and Action Steps: refers to the actions that will be taken by faculty and sta� to achieve the desired state.

Responsibility: refers to the faculty, sta�, and community members who will assume primary responsibility for
measurement and indicators of success for each of the goals, objectives, and action steps.

Timeline: refers to the time allocated for the achievement of articulated indicators. Rigorous goals often are multiple
year goals.

Evidence: refers to the metrics that will be used to ascertain the degree to which the goals, objectives, and action steps
have been implemented and executed with success.

We value…
Academic achievement and personal growth

Voice, choice, and agency
Lifelong learning

A safe, caring, and inclusive community
Collaborative partnerships

Innovation
A sense of belonging

For All.

Together, we inspire and challenge all learners to realize their unique potential and become active contributors to their community
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Student Learning Goal: All curriculum in grades 6-12 will be developed, aligned, and mapped  by the conclusion of the
2022-2023 school year.  All curriculum maps will include the core components of a written curriculum

○ Standards
○ Transfer Goals for college and career
○ Enduring Understandings
○ Essential Questions
○ Skills and Concepts
○ Opportunities for the development of Learner Competencies: Portrait of a Nashoba Graduate, Social Emotional Learning
○ Assessment Methodologies

NRSD:Strategic Objective: Support and inspire all learners through improving and implementing clearly aligned and articulated
curricula, equitable innovative instructional and assessment practices, and shared leadership.
● SI #1: Engage in an audit of district-wide curriculum and conduct a curriculum revision cycle

Current Reality: As Robert Marzano states in What Works in Schools, “A guaranteed and viable curriculum (GVC) ensures
that all students have an equal opportunity to learn (OTL). Each student will have access to an e�ective or highly e�ective
teacher, and access to the same content, knowledge and skills in each section or class.” The Superintendent Entry Plan
findings and data collected throughout the strategic planning process pointed out that the curriculum k-12 needs to be
revised and updated. Our greatest need for updating the curriculum is in the high school where curriculum documents
need to be articulated and implemented with consistency across all departments.

Desired State: We will be successful when we have a k-12 guaranteed and viable curriculum in all grades levels that has all
the core components of a thorough and well thought curriculum Each unit will include:

1) Standards--Aligned to Massachusetts Curriculum Frameworks and, as appropriate, additional curriculum
standards such as Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS)

2) Transfer Goals
3) Enduring Understandings
4) Essential Questions
5) Skills and Concepts

Together, we inspire and challenge all learners to realize their unique potential and become active contributors to their community

https://www.doe.mass.edu/frameworks/current.html
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6) Opportunities for the development of Learner Competencies: Portrait of a Nashoba Graduate, Social Emotional
Learning

7) Assessment Methodologies

Strategies and Action Steps Responsibility Timeline Evidence
(To be linked throughout the year)

Update NRSD curriculum unit mapping tools, K-12, to reflect:
● intentional integration of PoG and SEL competencies
● instructionally strong and equitable unit design aligned to to

Massachusetts standards, enduring understandings, essential
questions, learning competencies, assessment methodology

Superintendent
and Assistant
Superintendent

May 2023

Audit and review NRSD Curriculum Review Cycle Superintendent
and Assistant
Superintendent

Nov 2022

Create Shared Drive Structure for all curriculum documents Superintendent,
Assistant
Superintendent

Nov 2022

Create summary cover page for courses to serve as communication tools to
students and families

Superintendent
and Assistant
Superintendent

May 2023

Create a curriculum google site for employees and a site for families Superintendent
and Assistant
Superintendent

May 2023

Together, we inspire and challenge all learners to realize their unique potential and become active contributors to their community
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Professional Practice Goal: In an e�ort to bring the highest quality educators to the NRSD, the protocols for recruiting,
vetting, hiring, training, and the retention of new employees will be updated to meet current conditions of workforce
supply and demand. Those protocols will reflect the core values of our school system and guide us to build a more
diversified workforce.

NRSD Strategic Objective: Maximize the potential of students, sta�, caretakers and community through e�ective resource
allocation through;
-cultivating short-term and long-range planning, maintenance, renovation, and building initiatives.
-recruiting, hiring, supporting and retaining a highly e�ective, diverse workforce.
-maintaining and upgrading technology systems to ensure access to robust digital resources.

● SI #3: Recruit, hire and retain a highly qualified, diverse sta� that mirrors the educational vision

Current Reality: Perhaps, hiring public school educators has never been more challenging than it is today. We find
ourselves in a time when it is commonplace to hear stories of unfilled teacher positions across school districts. In Nashoba
we have struggled at times to find suitable candidates to fill the positions across our school system. In addition, we have
struggled to hire a diverse field of employees who can grow cross-cultural connections in our organization.  Currently, we
are using traditional means for finding candidates by posting positions and waiting for the candidates to find us. This has
resulted in small candidate pools for which it is di�cult to find high quality candidates. In addition, we do not have district
wide protocols and practices for hiring. Each segment of the organization has their own processes and protocols which
makes comparing candidates across schools di�cult.

Desired State: We will be successful when we have a system for recruiting, hiring, and retaining candidates from diverse
backgrounds who are highly qualified and committed to growing a career in our school system. Creating common practices
across the organization will lead us to seek out, find, select and train our future employees for a career in the Nashoba
Regional School District.

Strategies and Action Steps Responsibility Timeline Evidence
(To be linked throughout the year)

Update job descriptions to highlight our desire to diversify our workforce
● Review, update, and submit to school committee (if necessary)

Superintendent
and Human
Resources Director

Oct 2022

Together, we inspire and challenge all learners to realize their unique potential and become active contributors to their community
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approval all non-rep job descriptions
● Review and update (if necessary) unit A and unit C job descriptions
● All stipendiary job descriptions

Nov 2022
(stipends)

Update job postings to reflect the core values written in the strategic plan Superintendent
and Human
Resources Director

Nov 2022

A team of administrators will participate in at least three college job fairs for
expected graduates

Superintendent
and Human
Resources Director

Spring 2023

Create agreements with colleges to bring a pipeline of student teachers to the
system in perpetuity

Superintendent
and Human
Resources Director

Spring 2023

Research an employee application platform specific to NRSD and create a
database of applicants

Superintendent
and Human
Resources Director

Spring 2023

Create common practices for all administrators
● Hiring training for administrators
● Applicant review
● Invitation to interview
● Question selection tied to core values and the strategic plan
● Vetting candidates
● Checking references
● Checking employment history

Superintendent
and Human
Resources Director

Fall 2022

Update onboarding protocols to grow and retain new employees
● HR information
● Employee handbook
● Mentoring program
● Curriculum documents
● Professional development expectations for new educators

Superintendent
and Human
Resources Director

Spring 2023

Together, we inspire and challenge all learners to realize their unique potential and become active contributors to their community
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NRSD Strategic Plan Goal #1: Connections and Communications

Strategic objective: Improve communication systems and protocols to strengthen culturally responsive home/school
relationships that foster understanding and community engagement

NRSD Strategic Initiative:
1. Develop consistent communication structures and protocols across the district
2. Ensure universal access to information for all stakeholders
3. Improve upon communication of student progress

Strategies and Action Steps Evidence
(To be linked throughout the year)

Review the current policy on faculty/parent/student communication and
update those practices
Research best practices for communication between faculty and parents
relative to school experience, academic performance, course selections and
post graduation goals
Create policy recommendations

Systematize the writing of  progress reports to ensure data is included in
each report to improve communication about student progress
Align student handbooks across levels

Realign the PPS department (year one) to prepare for distributive
leadership (year two)

Together, we inspire and challenge all learners to realize their unique potential and become active contributors to their community

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/u/0/d/1b5x2Z07BFEROq9CH_TlGG_wRtzQB6hs2LLcAWF93qwE/edit
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/u/0/d/1b5x2Z07BFEROq9CH_TlGG_wRtzQB6hs2LLcAWF93qwE/edit
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NRSD Strategic Plan Goal #2: Teaching, Learning, and Leading

Strategic Objective: Support and inspire all learners through improving and implementing clearly aligned and articulated
curricula, equitable innovative instructional and assessment practices, and shared leadership

NRSD Strategic Initiative:
1. Engage in an audit of district-wide curriculum and conduct a curriculum revision cycle
2. Develop a Professional Learning Community culture across all schools, departments, and grade levels
3. Develop a district-wide instructional coaching model
4. Examine all school schedules to create a schedule K-8 and 9-12 that facilitates best use of instructional time, better access to

course o�erings, and deeper collaboration for sta�
5. Audit the process of leveling courses at the secondary level
6. Create, develop, and implement a Multi-Tiered System of Support approach (MTSS)

Strategies and Action Steps Evidence
(To be linked throughout the year)

Update NRSD curriculum unit mapping tools, K-12, to reflect:
● intentional integration of PoG and SEL competencies
● instructionally strong and equitable unit design, standards,
● enduring understandings, essential questions, learning
● competencies, assessment methodology

Audit and review NRSD Curriculum Review Cycle

K-5 Provide professional development and instructional coaching to support
Bridges Math curriculum development and implementation, Early Release
professional development
6-12 Align, develop, and map curriculum for all courses and units of study
using updated curriculum unit mapping tools, Facilitated Early Release
Job-Alike PLCs
Explore new curricula (courses, programs, areas of study) to further strengthen
and extend innovative programming and o�erings, 6-12

Build collective e�cacy for Universal Design for Learning, curriculum design
and leadership

Together, we inspire and challenge all learners to realize their unique potential and become active contributors to their community
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● UDL Now! Facilitated District Read
● UDL Playbook  Facilitated Read, NRSD Leadership Council

Build shared understanding of impact, e�cacy, and implementation of
Professional Learning Community model, Facilitated Early Release Job-Alike
PLCs
Support HS Department Chairs and train Teacher Leaders to serve as Job-Alike
PLC facilitators
Identify structures for school-based teams to collaboratively lead planning and
implementation e�orts using communication feedback loops and purposeful
meeting structures for looking at data, School-Based PLCs
Develop a plan for implementation of Multi-Tiered System of Support (MTSS),
appropriate for each developmental grade span, preK--2; 3-5; 6-8; 9-12
Create an RTI Child Study Goal Attainment Tool to inform, guide, and align
STAT practices across the district
Provide all educators (Gr. K-9) with training on the use of Renaissance
Learning as a benchmarking and progress-monitoring assessment tool.
Revise current District Assessment Schedule to reflect integration and
implementation of Renaissance Learning (STAR Reading and Math) and
Massachusetts Dyslexia Guidelines within the context of larger assessment
structure in support of MTSS approach
Conduct a district-wide audit of implemented schedules, K-12, to assess use of
instructional time and relevant sta� allocation
Review scheduling audit and reach consensus on aligned and common
scheduling approach for 2023-2024, K-2; 3-5; 6-8
In collaboration with Director of Pupil Personnel, Director of Business and
Operations, high school administration and sta�:

● Review scheduling audit and reach consensus recommendation for
future course o�erings and collaboration opportunities for sta� while
maximizing  sta�ng allocation and supporting NRHS Educational
Visioning Plan

In collaboration with Director of Pupil Personnel, high school administration
and high school department chairs:

● Create a tool and method for assessing the impact of course  leveling on
current and future student learning and outcomes

Together, we inspire and challenge all learners to realize their unique potential and become active contributors to their community
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NRSD Strategic Plan Goal #3: Culture and Belonging

Strategic Objectives: Ensure equitable opportunities and outcomes for all through increased awareness, representation,
practices, and communication around diversity, equity, and inclusion

NRSD Strategic Initiative:
1. Conduct an audit for equity, diversity, inclusion, and belonging, PK-12+
2. Deepen understanding and strengthen practices in culturally responsive teaching
3. Integrate social emotional learning best practices into daily instruction and student life
4. Develop and implement a systemic approach to social emotional learning that creates equitable learning conditions wherein all

students, PK-12, learn and practice social, emotional, and academic competencies.
5. Grow a PK-12 Nashoba identity

Strategies and Action Steps Evidence
(To be linked throughout the year)

Examine data from equity audit and other available sources to prioritize and
create scope and sequence for professional development, 2023-2027
Build awareness and knowledge of Culturally Responsive Teaching, and
practices supporting diversity, equity, and inclusion. O�er, support, and
facilitate NRSD SEED Seminar (Seeking Educational Equity and Diversity)
Support training of The Calm, Compassionate Teaching Approach,
strengthening student interaction strategies, Leadership Council & Mental
Health Educators
Explore the use of survey tools (e.g., Panorama) to capture baseline data on
students' social emotional competencies to identify targeted instructional
needs, K-12
Explore options for research-informed social emotional curricula

Develop plan for district-aligned systemic SEL approach and  resources with
associated timeline, 2023-2027
Align professional development with Teaching and Learning  to support
district  initiatives

Together, we inspire and challenge all learners to realize their unique potential and become active contributors to their community
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Articulate and communicate program review and evaluation cycle

Create an RTI Child Study Goal Attainment Tool to inform, guide, and align
STAT practices across the district…to include research based data and
information for EL students

Study the caseloads  of  specialist to provide interventions in regular
education classrooms prior to referrals. Explore and develop understanding of
restorative practices as a systemic framework for responding to student
intervention, grades 6-12
Identify and explore varied ways to celebrate the success of all students.

Promote Unified Activities/Grow the programming

Together, we inspire and challenge all learners to realize their unique potential and become active contributors to their community
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NRSD Strategic Plan Goal #4:Human Resources, Facilities and Finance

Strategic Objective: Maximize the potential of students, sta�, caretakers and community through e�ective resource allocation
through;

-cultivating short-term and long-range planning, maintenance, renovation, and building initiatives.

-recruiting, hiring, supporting and retaining a highly e�ective, diverse workforce.

-maintaining and upgrading technology systems to ensure access to robust digital resources.

NRSD Strategic Initiative:
1. Build and create a distributive leadership plan that fosters shared responsibility for leading and learning
2. Articulate district priorities through the budget
3. Recruit, hire and retain a highly qualified, diverse sta� that mirrors the educational vision
4. Make time and financial commitments to professional development in order to accomplish strategic plan objectives / initiatives
5. DRAFT: Review of school safety and develop priority actions as district and for individual schools
6. DRAFT: Improve and sustain physical environments that promote healthy and vibrant learning conditions in all buildings.

Strategies and Action Steps Evidence
(To be linked throughout the year)

Use IBB negotiation principles in partnership with the NREA  to craft and
support  leadership positions
Review and update non-rep job descriptions and titles to reflect current
practice.
Define standardized district-wide recruiting and hiring processes based
on our core values.
Create stock promotional materials to assist in attracting highly qualified
and diverse applicants.
Formalize celebrations for excellence in the classroom, Professional
Teacher Status, and retirements.

Together, we inspire and challenge all learners to realize their unique potential and become active contributors to their community
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Analyze current budget and class size ratios to identify cost e�ciencies
to fund positions envisioned within the NRSD Strategic Plan
Director of Business and Operations Entry Plan

includes principal/director/coordinator meetings
Review budget process and communication from FY23 planning to
support public presentation of budget
Build web presence of budget information and materials (partnership
with School Building Committee for high school project)
Create a more robust and sustainable short and long term capital plan
(RF)
Implement study for integrated system of HR, Evaluation, Scheduling,
Operations, etc. to increase e�ciencies
Entry plan of Director of Business and Operations

Collaboration between T&L and Business O�ce to prioritize budget for
PD purposes including the work on scheduling
Engage with experts to analyze school facilities to identify technology
needs and physical plant concerns relative to school safety
Engage in the exploration and identification of a system to support the
physical environments and associated capital needs

Together, we inspire and challenge all learners to realize their unique potential and become active contributors to their community


